CHEMISTRY DEPT. EMERGENCY FIRST AID RESPONSE (approx. 1-5 min. response time)

FIRE BELL RINGING:
Intermittent = Standby alert
Solid ring = Evacuate

CHEMICAL EXPOSURE (eyes/skin):
Flush injury for 20 minutes with cool water.
Since there may be serious unseen injuries, DO NOT MOVE the patient unless there is a life-threatening situation. Keep the patient warm.

BURNS:
Flush injury for 20 minutes with cool water.
Stop the bleeding with direct hand pressure.

FALL/UNCONSCIOUSNESS:
DO NOT WORK ALONE!
Stand by all appliances and gas valves. After the last person has left the room, CLOSE ALL DOORS (DO NOT LOCK).
EXIT BUILDING IMMEDIATELY - DO NOT USE THE ELEVATOR.
DO NOT RETURN until the Fire Warden has announced "ALL CLEAR"

CHEMISTRY DEPT. EMERGENCY FIRST AID RESPONSE
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DO NOT WORK ALONE!

DO NOT RETURN until the Fire Warden has announced "ALL CLEAR"

Non-Emergency Numbers:
Ambulance 872-5151
Fire Dept. 665-6010
Campus RCMP 224-1322
UBC/SRS Main Office 822-2029
Campus Security 822-2222
Poison Control 682-5050
Student Health Services 822-7011
Trouble Calls 24 hours/day: for floods; failure of elevator/electricity/fumehoods etc. 822-2173

AED LOCATED AT: Lobby Area near Lecture Hall B250

Clearly state incident location and nature of Emergency.

First Aid Tips:

| BURNS: | Flush injury for 20 minutes with cool water. |
| CUTS: | Stop the bleeding with direct hand pressure. |
| FALL/UNCONSCIOUSNESS: | Since there may be serious unseen injuries, DO NOT MOVE the patient unless there is a life-threatening situation. Keep the patient warm. |
| CHEMICAL EXPOSURE (eyes/skin): | Flush injury for 20 minutes with cool water. |

SPILL KITS:
- Are located outside of Rooms:
  A237, A333, B170, C124E, D413, E215 and E411
- Hydrofluoric Acid Kit is located:
  IN the Glassblower's Shop D113
- DO NOT WORK ALONE!

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS are for use on SMALL FIRES only. DO NOT WORK ALONE!

FIRE POLICE AMBULANCE
SPILLS RESPONSE (approx. 15-60 min. response time)

911

For major injuries call 911 first
Then call:
604-822-2222 for students & visitors; OR
604-822-4444 for faculty, staff & student-staff

For after hours or weekend assistance call Campus Security
Chemistry Safety Office Office: (604) 827-5216
Cellphone: (604) 345-5380

CAMPUS EMERGENCY FIRST AID RESPONSE (approx. 5-15 min. response time)

Trouble Calls
- for floods; failure of elevator/electricity/fumehoods etc.
- 24 hours/day

For spills greater than 1L of flammable, toxic or hazardous chemicals, contact 911 for assistance.
For spill clean-up advice, contact: ChemDept Safety Office (604-827-5216); or
For after hours or weekend assistance call Campus Security and request that they contact UBC/SRS

For spills greater than 1L of flammable, toxic or hazardous chemicals, contact 911 for assistance.

For spill clean-up advice, contact: ChemDept Safety Office (604-827-5216); or
For after hours or weekend assistance call Campus Security and request that they contact UBC/SRS

For spills greater than 1L of flammable, toxic or hazardous chemicals, contact 911 for assistance.

For spill clean-up advice, contact: ChemDept Safety Office (604-827-5216); or
For after hours or weekend assistance call Campus Security and request that they contact UBC/SRS

For spills greater than 1L of flammable, toxic or hazardous chemicals, contact 911 for assistance.

For spill clean-up advice, contact: ChemDept Safety Office (604-827-5216); or
For after hours or weekend assistance call Campus Security and request that they contact UBC/SRS

For spills greater than 1L of flammable, toxic or hazardous chemicals, contact 911 for assistance.